
Tried and proven in millions of applications:  
Intermat hinge

Key aspects at a glance
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Fascinate with hinge variety:
Intermat

The range not only features hinges for various face 
angle applications and opening angles, e.g. for 110° 
or 125°, profile door hinges as well as hinges for 
glass doors, folding doors and aluminium framed 
doors but also includes versions customised for 
specific door mounting styles.

Anyone choosing Intermat hinges will benefit from 
decades of experience. Added to this is tested long life, 
high quality and good value for money.

Numerous door mounting options for virtually any ap-
plication are typical of the Intermat hinge range.
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Gentle and quiet:
Silent System

Closing furniture doors produces irritating noise in the 
home environment. Intermat with Silent System con-
trols the movement of furniture doors, leaving them 
to close quietly and gently.  
For immediate peace and quiet, enhancing the feel 
good factor.

The optional Silent Systems comes in a variety of 
versions.

The clip on Silent System element clips onto the hinge 
arm particularly easily and quickly.

The screw on Silent System element is screwed to the 
cabinet body top or bottom panel without having to drill 
holes first. A further version for screwing on is the hinge 
cup Silent System element. This screws to the hinge cup, 
forming a line with the hinge arm.

With all three Silent System elements, the Silent System 
closing action can be optimally adjusted to suit the size 
and weight of the door with an adjustment wheel.
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Tried and proven millions of times

Tried and proven in millions of applications over many 
years, the hinge is characterised by its sleek design. A 
real looker on modern fronts.

Whether kitchen, bathroom or bedroom: Intermat pro-
vides the right solution for all furnishing styles thanks to 
its design, performance and quality.
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In all aspects of life
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Outstanding quality

Intermat means top quality and promises the user lasting 
satisfaction. For Hettich, internal inspections in the pro-
duction process go without saying.
Attaining Level 3, the endurance test under DIN EN 
15570 was passed with flying colours.
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Tried and proven fast assembly hinge
Intermat benefits from tested durability, high quality and 
good value for money.

Secure installation
A light press on the hinge is all it takes. As it clips on, 
it makes a sound that can be clearly heard, indicating 
accurate engagement.

Simply clip on
Ergonomic clip on installation characterises the Intermat 
range. No tools are needed for mounting the doors.

Handleless perfection
Push to open provides an neat way of addressing 
handleless furniture trends. 

Optional upgrade
Silent System lets you differentiate furniture ranges with 
optional soft closing.

Easy to remove
Released at the press of a finger, fronts are incredibly 
easy to change. Secure engagement prevents any 
uncontrolled detachment.

Benefits at a glance
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